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Launch on Warning
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The Legend of Vasquez
by Joe Czop LaBritz

John is on Cocaine
& Judy is a Prostitute
by Linus Shramski

The Golden Fangs
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Not Enough Windows
by Jacob Murray
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Cast
Neil Arnote
Jesse Bethune

Pierce Gardner has been a member of the WGA since 1996. Since
then he has had two movies made. The most recent, Dan in Real Life,
was released by Disney in 2007.  Directed by co-writer Peter Hedges
(Pieces of April), it starred Steve Carrell, Juliette Binoche, Emily Blunt
and Dane Cook.  Peter Travers of Rolling Stone called Dan in Real Life
“blissfully funny and touching” and A.O. Scott of the New York Times
the film “infused the tired conventions of domestic comedy with fresh
life and real intelligence.”  Previous to Dan, Gardner wrote the script
for a supernatural thriller entitled Lost Souls.  Starring Winona Ryder
and Ben Chaplin and released by New Line in 1999, it featured the
directing debut of famed cinematographer Janusz Kaminski.  Gardner
recently finished adapting the upcoming book My Korean Deli for New
Line and is currently writing a comedy for Sony Pictures.

Jenna Bordelon
Robert Cisneros
Nick Dunn
Tony Espinoza
Wali Habib
Kathleen McWilliams
Marcie Navarro

A native of Pennsylvania, Gardner graduated with a degree in English
from Trinity College in Hartford, CT.  After initially working in sports
public relations, Gardner and his wife Kathy moved to Los Angeles in
the mid-1980’s. His first job in film was as a free lance script reader.
From there he worked his way up to becoming a feature producer at
MGM and then Fox 2000.  In 1995 he left Fox 2000 to pursue writing
full-time.

Jenna Nickerson
Meagann Pallares
Zach Perez
Sherrie Robertson
William Taylor

He lives with his wife and their two daughters, Sarah and Laura, in
Sherman Oaks, CA.

Vincent Vallejo
Emily Warfield
John Williams
Colin Willkie
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George Pappy, Jr.

George Pappy was born and raised in the San Fernando Valley.  
He earned a BA in English Literature from Pomona College and
promptly fell in with the wrong crowd.  Before long, he was
doing math…lots of math.  This led to a CSUN MS in Electrical
Engineering and another graduate degree in Electrical Engineering
(with minors in Mathematics and Operations Research) from UCLA.  
He finally hit bottom after working as a Satellite Engineer for a
number of years.  
There was a brief (and perhaps misguided) foray into standup
comedy, after which George finally began writing screenplays.  
He completed the UCLA Extension Programs in Screenwriting
and Entertainment Studies (specializing in Directing and Post
Production).  George was a development intern and script reader
at Sony and Universal, and he held internships in commercial
production, post-production and visual effects.  Along the way, he
managed to shoot a bad guerrilla feature and two short films (one of
which screened at the Westwood International Film Festival).  
He hopes to earn his CSUN MA in Screenwriting next year, write
scripts that get produced, and ultimately become a feature film
director.  Eventually, he’d also like to teach screenwriting at the
college level.

Launch on Warning
In 1980, two unsuspecting college stoners trying to avoid draft
registration get pulled into a disgruntled Vietnam vet’s plot to
start World War III using a homemade computer.  With absolutely
no knowledge of computers and generally fearful of the U.S.
Government, the pair must somehow manage to stop the hacker’s
evil plan and prevent the erroneous launch of a Minuteman Missile.
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Jacob Murray

Fatefully hailing from Los Angeles, Jacob Murray spent much of
his childhood wandering sitcom sets, enjoying lewd jokes from
presumably drugged actors.  
Pestered by an incessant stream of consciousness most cynics
would label as A.D.D., the surly, yet strangely optimistic insomniac
developed a craving to create.  
He spent four interesting years as a Jew in a Catholic High School
drawing, painting, ranting and raving.  It was not until an assignment
for a history class that Jacob discovered his love for film.  Oops, We
Burner Her Again, the tragic story of an innocent healer caught in
the claws of the Spanish Inquisition, was an abomination.  But the
seeds were sewn.   
Jacob enjoys people watching, pondering and dreaming, but does not
enjoy, nor condone writing in the third person.
Damn.

Not Enough Windows
Josh Sharp is in a rut.  Unable to gain control of his life or his art,
at the moment he would settle for a pack of smokes.  Instead he
gets Katie, a deranged woman who will show him exactly how little
control he has.  
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Joe Czop LaBritz

Joe grew up in central Connecticut and Concord, Massachusetts
and graduated from Northwestern University with a B.S., Speech
(Theatre, TV, Film).  
He’s worked onstage and back stage, in front of and behind the
camera, in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles.  He developed and
was a producer on the CBS movie “Murderous Intent” with Leslie
Ann Warren and Corbin Bernsen.
His steady gig has been with the LA Unified School District, as
Coordinator of the English as a Second Language Department at East
L.A. Occupational Center.
He’s currently shopping a true historical drama, “A Soldier’s Secret,”
for which he received CSUN’s 2009 Abraham Polonsky Graduate
Screenwriting Award.  It’s about a young woman who disguises
herself as a male, joins the Union Army, and fights in the Civil War.
A love of mountain hiking brought Joe to the Vasquez Rocks north of
Los Angeles, which inspired the writing you’ll hear tonight.

The Legend of Vasquez
The Legend of Vasquez is based on a true person.  In Old West
California, Jose Jesus Lopez is a charming, intelligent teenager.  
When he’s accused of killing a white lawman, he struggles to clear
his name, but instead becomes the famous and controversial bandit,
“Tiburcio Vasquez.”
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Ian Dawson

Ian has always been passionate about film, television, and theatre.  
He received his B.A. in Dramatic Art and English from UC Davis in
2003.  While at UC Davis, Ian wrote and directed a one-act comedy
The Amazing Inspector Pleaseleeve.  
He has worked as a production assistant, editor, and radio host at
Davis Community Television and KDRT-LP 101.5 FM.  In 2005
he worked as a cameraman, editor, and writer for the Sacramento
Educational Cable Consortium.  While at SECC, he wrote host
segments for the monthly student video series Student DV.  In 2006,
a second play written by Ian, Withholding, was produced through
California State University, Sacramento.  
Last semester he completed two internships, one with Lionsgate and
the other with The Dr. Phil Show.  Ian has always focused on writing
comedy and would like to work in television, writing sitcoms.  He is
currently a graduate student at CSUN.

The Golden Fangs
A womanizing vampire, Kendall, and gay werewolf, Brett, are sent
on a mission to recover the mysterious Golden Fangs from the evil
warlock Methadone.  Brett and Kendall loathe each other, and their
pairing by Lord Von Discotech for this quest only adds to their
mutual hatred.  They have only six days before the next full moon to
stop Methadone, or all vampires and werewolves will be destroyed
through his use of the Fangs.  Along the way, Kendall and Brett team
up with a kickboxing fairy princess, Tina, and battle a pair of pastryloving vampire/werewolf bounty hunters.  Will Brett and Kendall
make it in time to stop Methadone’s plans and retrieve the Golden
Fangs?
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Linus Schramski

Linus Schramski was raised in Livermore, CA and moved
to the San Fernando Valley to attend California State
University Northridge in 2004.   Filmmaking has long been
his passion.  He spent his youth creating short films, anything
and everything from Vietnam War movies to cheesy Star Trek
knockoffs.  Telling stories and making movies that people find
some pleasure in is the goal for this young filmmaker.
While at CSUN, Linus enrolled in the screenwriting program
and has never looked back.  Creating original content and
adapting stories is a thrill for this aspiring writer.  Linus
Schramski will graduate in May 2009 and plans to continue
creating new and original content for audiences to enjoy.

John is on Cocaine
& Judy is a Prostitute
John Hult is a cop, only six months back from having worked
undercover for two years.  He picked up a few bad habits while
undercover: a cocaine addiction and a prostitute named Judy,
with whom he has fallen in love.  John is assigned a by-thebooks partner and a case that leads him to discover a new strain
of heroin that is infecting the streets of San Francisco.  As they
investigate, John and his partner learn that this case is bigger
than they ever could have imagined, and John realizes that his
undercover days are not yet totally behind him.
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